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HEW METHODS AND MACHINERY TO INCREASE THE FLOW..

OF CAPITAL TO HOUSING 1/

THE HEED FOR LONG-TERM CREDIT

1. Although the trend in the less developed countries is toward
increasing monetization,2' this does not necessarily mean that the
currency thus generated finds its way into channels that encourage
development-oriented investments.

2. In rural areas for example these funds are often held by private
moneylenders and indigenous regional banks. / The latter process has
■been termed the "unorganized money market"^/as opposed to the
organized money market* such as commercial banks, savings insti

tutions and stock exchanges, It was estimated, for example, that in,
India, the unorganized market represented 40 per cent of the total.4/
The particular difficulty thir situation holds for the housing sector
is that the very nature of these unorganized markets - isolated from
the other money markets, and even from each other - impedes the free
flow of credit from one region to another, and tends to perpetuate
lending practices that are inimical to long-term development finance.
Yet as they represent a traditional type of financing, they resist
change with a tenacity that is discouraging As one observer states:

"The explanation of their existence may be due to the fact, on
the one hand, that under the old colonial economy, organized
money markets were needed only in the foreign sector, while the

• necessity of such markets was much less in the agricultural and
the domestic commerce sectors. On the other hand, the risk
involved in agriculture and home trade vas extremely great and
there was little room Tor modern banking practices. *v"

Even in the organised coney markets that they helped develop,
the dominance of foreign banks coucornnd primarily with export trade
hindered the development of a domestic banking system that could
supply the long-term capital needs of development programmes.

1/ Prepared by the United Nations Centre for Housing, Building and
Planning, United Nations Headquarters, New York, in collaboration
with UNECA.

2/ For an interesting review of the history of monetization in Africa,
. see E.E. Juckar-Fleetwood, Money and Finance in Africa, Chap.17.

3/ U Tun Wai, Staff Papers of the International Monetary Fund.
4/ Economic Bulletin for Awxa and the Far East, Vol. XIII, No.3

5/ Hideo Kurosaki, The Developing Economies, Vol, I, No. 2, p,39.
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3« This in turn has prevented the emergency of a viable capital

market, a system whereby many different sources of savings can

provide credit of various terms and forms.

4« Recent efforts of many developing countries to establish their

own national banking systems have tended to follow the traditional

pattern of Western economies, that is, they are based on a central

bank with strong reliance on existing or newly established commercial

banks. As their generic name indicates, these banks concentrate

primarily on loans for commerce and do not engage in long-term

lending. On the other hand, the entirely new phenomenon of national

and regional development banks and corporationsf established largely

with the help of international agencies, have assumed the heavy

burden of development finance in infrastructure and other capital

investments necessary for the development of industry, agriculture,

transport and communications. Other savings institutions, such as

insurance companies, social security or provident funds and occasi

onally savings banks, do accumulate funds that can be reloaned on

relatively long term, But in most developing countries these insti

tutions still account for only a very small percentage of total

savings? their contribution can be greatly increased.

5« It is evident, then, that without acceptable means of canalising
actual savings - to say nothing of potential savings - into insti

tutions that as a matter of policy provide medium - and long-term

credit, there can be no real capital market, and those investments

not favoured by the existing banking system will go wanting. Housing

and related capital investments are among those sectors to which long-

term credit will continue to be unavailable. Moreover, as long as

there is a general scarcity of oapital in the country, there is a

national preference for lenders to favour short-term commercial

loans over the extension of longer term credit. In this situation

the responsibility for causing the establishment of long-term credit

institutions (and a market for their debt instruments) almost
inevitably falls to the public sector. Whether by design or by

default, the Governments of developing countries often find them

selves the only powerful agent interested in promoting long-terra

credit institutions.

STATE FINANCING SYSTEMS

6, In many industrial^ advanced, as well as developing countries,
the State plays a major rols in the provision of housing and parti

cularly housing finance. !JMp may be the result of deliberate social

and political policy or merely duo to a lack of initiative or ability

of the private sector to perform this function adequately or equit

ably. Whatever the reason, the State has assumed in many cases

primary responsibility for the mobilisation and allocation of capital

funds for housing and related facilities. A more detailed discussion
of some of the actions takon by governments on mobilization and allo-
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cation in socialist and other state—oriented countries will "be

taken up later. For the moment, however, it may be sufficient to

stress the observed trend towards a specialization of state func

tions in the housing sector and the primary areas of need for state

action in developing countries.

7» It has been said that "the shortage of capital in under—deve

loped countries reveals itself, as a rule, in- the f5rm of a shortage

of funds at the disposal of the government"^ Thi's may, of course,
also be said of many governments of developed countries' that seem

to be perennially in arrears. The difference is - and it is an

important difference - that governments of wealthier countries can,

iri time of war or other national emergencies, resort to a variety

of devices £or relieving the shortage. The methods used may vary

with the strength of the government and the degree of centraliza

tion or control over the economys but generally it takes the special

urgencies of war to enable them to break through the resistance of

taxpayers and consumers and effect a substantial transfer of real

resources.

8» In less developed countries, where the savings of the majority
of citizens may be only the equivalent of a few dollars each year,

it becomes extremely difficult even in times of national peril to

transfer additional real resources from the public. But difficult

does not mean impossible. And no matter how difficult it may be,

it falls to the government, in the majority of cases, to take what**

ever steps are necessary to facilitate an increased flow of savings

from individuals to prospective- investors including the government

itself. Whether the investor is public or private need not concern

us here. We are concerned, however, with the fact-that investment

in housing and urban development does not have a dependable flow of

credit and this is an absolute inhibitor of progress in this sector.

9« This problem exists whether the economy is centrally planned or

free-enterprise or, as is most common, a mixture of both. Govern

ment is traditionally responsible for housing the lower-income

groups in each case, while the middle- and upper-income groups tend

to pursue a more independent course. There are fundamental dif

ferences as to means of financing, however. There is greater

reliance on the private capital market in free—enterprise economies,

even for low-cost public housing. In centrally planned economies,

the government generally acts as banker, and very often as builder

and landlord as well. But whatever its actual role in the housing

sector, the point is that in practically every case government

action is necessary to establish the machinery by which capital is

accumulated for these purposes. Private individuals in developing

countries may establish regional banks or finance houses, but they

do not normally establish institutions for collecting and lending

1/ A.K. Cairncross, Factors in Economic Development, p.160
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longer-term funds to finance housing for middle- and lower—income

groups. It is, therefore, left to government, to establish or cause

to be established the institutions and legal and other machinery

necessary to develop a true capital market.

10, It has "been said that even if the experience and administrative

talent necessary to accomplish this were available in developing

countries, it would be an empty gesture, since the savings simply do

not exist within the country. As already pointed out savings do

exist that are not properly utilized and, perhaps as importantly,

the potential for further savings exists. But these savings are not

translated into credit, especially long-term credit. And they will

never be translated into credit, if the means for accomplishing this

important and difficult step are not provided.

11» This "institutional" position is stated perhaps in its most

extreme form in a recent study on financing in Africa:

"Far more important, however, is the idea that by establishing

an institution, you can create a need for that institution, or

use it for some ultimate purpose. The creating of these fina

ncial institutions is seen as part of the dynamization of the

process of development... They are seen by their very nature as

a^ means to an end.-V"

What.form this institutional framework should take with respect

to the financing of housing and urban development will vary depending

on the stage of development, type of economy, customs and other

factors. The importance of form should not be underestimated in this

regard, however, for the lack of the right form in which to hold

savings has hindered capital accumulation in the past.

12. It is clear that specialised institutions are necessary for

housing finance. Such specialized institutions are a common feature

of the more developed countries of the, world. Bu-ilding societies,

savings banks, mortgage companies, and special government agencies

have teen developed over the years to meet every kind of need. By

and large, they have evolved through the normal pressure of market,

and sometimes political pressure. Where marginal needs have not been

met, official agencies have often been established — or private

institutions established with official support and encouragement*

But developing economies cannot afford the luxury of leaving it to

the market. The pressures on them are so great that the creation of

specialized agencies for housing finance cannot be left to the process

of slow evolution. This need is succinctly summarized in the

following statement:

"The poorer a country is, in fact, the greater the need for

agencies to collect and invest the savings of the broad mass of

1/-Jucker—Fleetwood, op. cit., p. 118.
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persons and institutions within its borders. Such agencies

- ' will not only permit small amounts of savings :to be handled

and invested conveniently, but will allow the owners of savings

to retain-liquidity individually but finance long-term invest
ment collectively. ±*

Particular types of agencies are dealt with under Item 7 of the
Agenda for this meeting.

13« There is much that governments can do in addition to establish

ing formal savings and financing institutions. In fact, the phrase

should probably be "must do". For example, means of acquiring funds

■ for direct government use must be devised - through various forms of

required savings, new forms of taxation (where incomes permit) and

public borrowing. All actions, however, are directed toward the

same major objective: establishing reliable systems of long-term

credit for the purpose of financing long-lived capital assets, that
is, housing and related facilities and the means of prbduoing them.

14- In view of the unprecedented scale of the housing problem in
developing countries particularly in the rapidly growing urban areas,
it may well be necessary for governments to assume a control of the

mobilization and allocation of resources in this sector, just as it
was considered necessary in the crisis period following the Second

. World War by most European countries - East and West alike. In
fact, this already appears to be the case in many developing countries-
egpecially those with strong commitments in the field of welfare.

15. But to exercise control effectively - whether it be- direct
production and ownership, or indirectly, through the control credit -
there must be a comprehensive policy covering such factors as invest
ment, cost-to-income ratios, standards and resource utilizatxon.
Moreover, there must be a means for executing that policy, an organi
zation and institutional structure capable of setting targets that
are consistent with over-all national development goals' and of

formulating programmes through which the targets can be achieved.
This should be a first consideration of any government which intends
to take an active role ir meeting general needs in this sector. ■

16, Following from this, it is clear that one of the important first
steps.is to establish the institutions and provide the technical and
administrative personnel necessary to formulate an-d carry out com
prehensive policies. This does not mean, however, that every country
should, attempt to establish a full-fleged ministry and a central
housing bank.before tackling the bricks and mortar programmes. In
many instances this could cause unnecessary waste of scarce talent
which might better be employed elsewhere. Moreover, there is always
the danger of early stagnation and conservatism in an-agency created
out of whole cloth, ahead of its time.

1/ Edward Nevin, Capital Funds in Underdeveloped Countries, p.75.
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17- The type and level of the institutional structure is, therefore,

a question to "be settled in terms of the needs and resources of

each country. The important thing is to establish the principle that

it is necessary to begin to develop within government -a level of

technical competence and leadership whioh is at least potentially

capable of dealing with the problems as defined by national objec

tives. To fall short of this can only lead to continued dteriora-

tion in the housing situation.

PUBLIC SAVINGS PROGRAMMES

18. Although often costly in terms of available administrative

resources, public savings programmes may be the only feasible

method of getting any popular savings programmes started in parti

cularly backward areas. Already, postal savings systems and

government life insurance corporations attract widespread participa

tion in many developing countries. In some countries contractual

systems seem to promote more consistent saving habits, but open

savings systems apparently reach a wider public especially among the

higher income groups. The important ingredient in all voluntary .

systems, however, is public understanding and confidence. The idea

of institutional saving must be firmly implanted in the minds of the

potential savers. They must be convinced that saving is easy, pro

fitable and reliable-. Unnecessary or unco—ordinated government

action can, on the other hand, hinder the development of embryonic

private institutions. Unless it is the clear policy of the govern

ment to eliminate all private financial institutions, care should be

taken to weigh the effects of all government actions that could

have direct or indirect repercussions on other institutions. If the
principle of conserving scarce resources is to be observed, public

savings and financing programmes in this field should supplement and
complement private operations and not merely become a substitute.

In most cases, the government will have to assume the role of experi

menter and pioneer in order- to reach new sources of savings —

especially among the lower income groups and in areas remote from

the major cities- But this is the traditional role of government and

it should be pursued with vigour and imagination.

The unorganized money markets

19- One of the most promising areas in which public effort can be
expanded is in that of the so-called "unorganized money markets". It

is estimated by the United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and

the Par East, for example, that "in most ECAFE countries the organiz

ed capital market is only a part of the entire -capital market - the
larger segment being the unorganized market".2/ The chief characteri

stic of this unorganized segment of the capital market may be

1/ Economic Bulletin for Asia and the Far East, Vol. XIII, No.3.p.23,
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described as its separateness* it is-really a series of more or

less unconnected and highly imperfect markets. ' Found mainly in

rural areas and made up primarily of individual lenders, these

markets, or sources of funds, do not contribute to. the national
credit supply.- It is only by extending the connexion to the

organized markets that this significant source of savings can be

utilized in the most productive, manner, for even tiiough the greatest*"

part~of these savings is needed in the agricultural -sector, there is

always"a potential surplus that can be channelled into the main

credit stream for use in other sectors.

Special purpose bond issues

20, Another popular method of mobilizing savings for direct public

investment in a particular.sector is through the sale of public

bond issues for special purposes. This form of debt ownership

■appeals most readily to institutional lenders and investors such as

trust funds, provident funds and universities. In some cases govorn-

' ment housing agencies or corporations are given statutory authority

to market bonds directly or it may be done by the central monetary

authority. One of the primary benefits from this type of financing

is that the proceeds of the issue are previously earmarked for a

special purpose such as housing, and the question of priority is

eliminated. It has been said that there is a net benefit to the

economy only if the savings that are invested in these bonds repre

sent additional savings and are not merely siphoned off from some

other investment use. This would hold true if allother uses of

existing savings had at least.as-great a benefit to the economy as
investment in housing. This is, of course, a question of each

country1s scale of national priorities. But many governments of
developing countries would probably welcome a shift of some savings

into, housing investment as well as. net additional investment if a
method for effecting the shift, could be found* In some cases,
governments have instituted measures designed to encourage, some

times quite forcefully, the purchase of government bonds or other

securities by private financial institutions sueh as insurance
companies and trust funds, in order to raise additional capital for

public investment programmes. Again, this is-a-question that re
quires the most careful and understanding treatment. Nevertheless

there are examples of considerable success through the use of tax
benefits (or penalties) and other methods of reward and punishment.

Compulsory savings programmes . ■

21. One way of ensuring a steady flow of .savings is to introduce
compulsory contributions - usually deducted from payrolls - or simply
to increase taxes. The desirability of obtaining savings for
housing programmes in this way is a question of economic and political
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Philosophy that can only *e settled within the context of each
country' s^own situation. Once decided on, moreover, the abilitv of

trxefs°pr md riieot h ^ i ££;?trxfttoaiir r h °°^^°«» ~i .£
""„ * t° a11 the ^straints of limited administrative
resources, tax evasion, political power, etc. Nevertheless

payroll deductions, preferably with

MEASURES TO INCREASE PRIVATE INVESOMENT

Penalties' In developing countries

capital to mvest in residential development. ais
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may involve the sale or lease of publicly owned land to

private developers with a proviso that a certain number of

residential units "be constructed- In situations where the

commercial industrial investment is publicly owned, the

profits could be earmarked for community development pur

poses including residential construction.

4) Seed-capital operations^ In addition to the by now familiar

approach of providing seed-capital loans to incipient savings

and lending institutions, governuents might also consider

the desirability of providing individuals or co-operative

groups with developed home-sites to be paid for either in

oash or with a medium—terra loan. The home-sites would in

turn provide the owner with both an incentive to save (that
'is to repay the original lean a.rd to invent in the

structure itself) and the asset with which to obtain further

credit from the capital marketj Such programmes have proved

successful not only in promoting more investment in this

sector but have increased total savings and provided

governments with an additional source of income in the form

of new taxes on the improved land.

5) Interest—supplement schemes. In connexion with any of the

above measures and other efforts to increase either direct

private investment or portfolio investment (bonds, mortgages;

the question of yield can never be overlooked* Ho matted

what the system of incentives and penalties, there is a

minimum yield the private investor will voluntarily accept.

An alternative approach that can produce high returns for a

minimum government investment is through interest (or yield)

supplements. Essentially this is a scheme whereby the

government makes up the difference, if any5 between what

borrowers or renters can pay and t\io minimum yield demanded

by investors. An important element in this operation is

the stream—of—income necessary to provide the differential

over the life of the loan or investment* It is essential

that the government agency responsible for the operation be

assured of a supply of funds for this purpose. This can be

provided in a number of ways, including? direct appropria

tions from either central, regional or local governments,

earmarked tazes3 income from existing; projects, income from

new or planned projectsj international sources.

6) Mandatory legislation* Where the various forms of induce

ment listed above do not produce a reasonable increase in

private investment, government may choose the option of

obtaining legislation that requires appropriate financial

institutions or corporations to allocate a certain percentage

of reserves or profits to housing progranonies* This can be

combined with any or several of the other methods,to produce

the type of construction most desired,
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7) Rental housing. In countries with inflationary problems it
may be found that the form of housing investment most

acceptable to private investors is direct or equity invest

ment in rental units. This permits short-term, readjustment

of yields as general price levels rise. In these situations

care should be taken to avoid the self—defeating effects of

inflexible rent controls. If controls are necessary it may

"be more advisable to attach them to profits thin to the rents

themselves* Where broad and outdated rent control laws are

in effect consideration should be given to gradual elimina

tion, at least on new construction,

EXTEENAL SECTOR

23- The Secretary-General's report on international financing for

housing and community facilities^/ covered in considerable detail the
principles and problems connected with the use of external funds for

housing and related programmes in developing countries* These

principles can be summarized as follows:—

(a) The allocation of external funds to the housing sector can
only be justified in so fax as its use contributes to over

all economic and social objectives of the recipient country

in a degree at least equal to alternative uses in other

nectors;

(b) Given (a) above great care must be taken to ensure that
external funds are either actually required for essential

imports (that is, those goods and services that are essential
to housing production but which could not possibly "he

produced domestically) or else will serve to set in notion
processes and activities that will generate benefits to the

society sufficiently great to warrant the cost of the

addition to the country's external debt.

24* There can be little doubt that any analysis of the case for

external funds for housing, based on the principles described above*

can only reach the conalusion that external funds will necessarily

bear a minor relationship to the total volume of capital applied in

this sector. However, the total volume of funds required assumes

formidable proportions indeed. It becomes particularly formidable

when compared to the actual volume of external capital now flowing

into this sector* While the exact volume of additional external

capital requirements and the most productive allocation of such funds

may be subject to considerable debate, the fact cannot be denied that

there must be a substantial increase over the current rate, if the

minimum objectives outlined in the model are to be achieved. The

following discussion presents a summary of some possibilities for

increasing the flow of external capital to this sector.
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Efforts by developing countries

25* Without going into the actual uses of external funds in national

housing programmes it would be worth while to consider here measures

that might be taken by prospective recipient governments to create

. or improve the conditions necessary to promote an increased flow of

external funds for housing and related programmes. For it is not

likely that the potential sources of capital, faced as they are with

far greater demands than can feasibly be accommodated, will sponta

neously proffer very significant additional amounts to a sector which
has heretofore been, considered a low priority alternative. The '

conditions necessary include a stated choice of housing policy by

African governments, integration of housing in economic development

planning, formulation of a programme based on estimated needs, avail
ability of land, and technical and administrative machinery oompetent
to implement the programme.

Regional activity

26. One of the major obstacles to industrialization in the production
of Wilding materials in many developing countries (in'■addition to the
general shortage of capital) is that the potential domestic market
does not warrant the heavy capital expenditure necessary'for invest
ment in certain operations. For example the production of cement,

certainly one of the most useful and flexible of building materials,
may entail such a heavy initial capital investment that smaller

developing countries are forced to import this commodity at great
expense in scarce foreign exchange. However, it may well be the case

that a group of neighbouring countries working in concert might be
able to set up their own cement production plant - possibly with an
external loan - at a much less individual initial cost. Sub-regional
economic groupings and sub-regional groupings for different industries
has been the strategy of the Economic Commission for Africa for some
time past. Specific industries have been identified as -"treing suitable
and some projects, including building materials ire in Motion. De-tails
of the strategy may >-e seen in the report on the Eight Session of
the Commission -'. ■ .

27. In the field of bousing finance an extremely-interesting and
ambitious programme has recently been established under the Central
American Bank for Economic Integration (CABEl). This programme. is
the Home Loan Department of the Central American Bank.- At a meeting
between the Presidents of five Central American countries and the
United States in San Jose, Costa Rica, in 1963, to discuss economic
and social development in the region it was proposed inter alia that
in order to give further support for these national housing efforts,
a regional home loan department, which would be a.secondary source of

1/ Eighth Session Report of the Commission, Doc. N0.E/CN.I4/393.
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home mortgage funds, should "be created a& a division within the

Central American IBank for Economic Integration* This proposal "became

a reality in November of the same year whan an agreement was concluded

"between CABEI and the United States Government vhereby the United

States agreed to lend 810 million to CABEI at a minimal interest rate

of 3/4 of 1 per c&rA with e, to:i-ye::r g'. ace P^^i & on principal repay
ment over a thirty-year period* The purpose of the loan was:--

"To assist ir> the financing of the operations of a Home Loan

Department with CABEI which will act as a source of subsidiary

financing for home mortgage institutions in member countries;

retaining or selling the portfolio accumulated; and selling

participations in "chic portfolio*.lt

National development banks

28. National development bank?, have come to play an important role

in economic development^ especially with respect to allocations of

external funds for development purposes. These banks differ from

commercial or savings banks in that their terms of reference and

over—all investment policy is directed primarily toward projects or

programmes that serve the lon^—term interests of the developing

country "but may not be bankable in orinary commercial terms. The

expansion of the building materials and construction industries

certainly falls within the scope of activities of ouch banks. There

has "been no real sifon; to date? however, to co-ordinate the invest

ment programmes of these banks tilth national housing planso It may

well be that an investment possibility in, cay? metal tubing and re

lated light motal fabrication that is being held back because of

insufficient market outlets may bo quite justified when co-ordinated

with a proposed houaing programma or related community facility

project* Thia i:? "the ta^1". of: the central houyin^ authority: to pur

sue every possibility thr,t existn "to co—O'cdlru'/Le development plans

in th.3 housing nccter with the o+.ier developing sectors toward

mutually complementary p;o£.?.r<. If nothing else :> - to be gained from

the experience 01 the p.^st? it should be that housing cannot compete

on its own for acarcc cc/pitaJ. rcgources. both dorasstic and inter

nationals It can cr-d. do^.^ ruceiv? reoo^ition and support, however;

when it is demonstrated that il' can mak^ a definite contribution to

the success of other j.:ive^t\.i'j:iit pro gramme &, or the lack of it can

hinder their succas^- Hence me need for integrating housing i*i

national econcniic u.ovjlcp:,iiut planni??gr

Regional dsveloy ^erit_ ba_r _s

29» Regional development banks also represent a major* service of

financial and tochTiioaJ. a,ecistance to developing countries. These

banks which have recently bocn established to servo the needs of
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developing regions can play a vital role, especially in assisting

member countries to set us their own home financing systems and insti

tutions- There are now development banks in each of the major develop

ing regions. To date, only the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
has carried on an active programme of assistance for the housing

sector.

30. The regional development banks will have good reason to give due

priority in the housing sector if there is a clear presentation of

the role of housing and related activities in integrated economic

development plans. There has been a tendency, as in the case of

the Inter—American Development Bank to consider housing activities

as primarily a social activity, (hence the name Social Progress Trust

Fund which accounted for the bulk of the funds provided through the

IDB). In addition, there has not been a sufficient understanding of

the ways in which external capital might best be used. The greater

part ofjBiternal capital actually provided has been used to directly

finance housing projects instead of to finance the "producer goods"

of the housing industry, i.e., building materials plants, construction

firms and financial institutions. There is obviously a ]preat deal

that Regional Development Banks can do in this field once the impact

of housing and related programmes is understood; and clear policies

regarding the use of international capital are formulated. To this

end, the participation of the African Development Bank in the current

inquiry being carried out by the United Nations Headquarters and the

Regional Economic Commissions in the whole field of housing finance,

would be a major step forward.

CURRENT UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMMES IN THE FIELD OP HOUSING FINANCE

31- In its continuing efforts to increase the availability of capital

for investment in housing and related programmes, the United Nations

Headquarters in collaboration with United Nations Economic Commission

for Africa and the other regional Economic Commissions,has undertaken

a number of measures designed to achieve this end.

32- Most recently, it has established a Task Force on Housing Finance

whose membership is drawn from staff experts in the fields of housing

finance, economics, public administration and law. Under the general

direction of the Centre for Housing, Building and Planning, (CHBP)
the United Nations body with primary responsibility in this field,

the Task Force is currently evaluating a proposal to establish a new

international financial institution which would foster and support

specialised credit and savings institutions in developing countries.

Thij proposal was formulated in response to ECOSOC resolution 1170j

which calls upon the Secretary-General to fortaulate new approaches,

methods, forms and institutional facilities which would serve to

increase the volume and effectiveness of- funds for housing and

community facilities.
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33. In carrying out the directives of the resolution, the CHBP has

held discussions and advisory meetings.with individuals and officials

representing a wide variety of "both public and private financial

institutions from many different regions. The proposal now under

consideration represents the combined thinking of these groups, and

is supported by successful experience of similar programmes in several

developing countries in recent years.
.... . .

■34. Fundamental to. the proposal'is the; conviction .that capital for

housing and related facilities must Ve mobilized domestically - with

international .assistance, primarily in a catalytic role* It was also

concluded that, as with other development sectors, capital. - mobiliz-

ing institutions designed to meet specific needs and conditions are

necessary to transfer individuals' savings into long term credit.

With these ideas in mind, and after reviewing the exjerience of other

international finance programmes, it has "been recommended that there

"be established; within the U,N. system an International Housing Finance

.Corporation (IHFC) which would have three principal functions:

■. l) The.establishment, through the use of seed capital and tech—

, nical assistance, of appropriate savings-and credit systems

and institutions in developing countries, with primary

•■■■ ... emphasis on home financing. ■■ . '

2) The provision of marketing assistance through the use of
international insurance and reinsurance programmes to faci

litate the resale of mortgage securities domestically and

internationally.

3) The provision of specialized advisory services and technical
assistance in the field of housing finance to requesting

' .■ governments-

Discussions with governments of member states on this important issue

are expected to take ylace in the near future.

35» The United Nations also currently provides, through its programmes

of technical assistance (UNDP, and regular TA. programmes), advice
and regional and special, advisers) and long-term projects. The
United Nations through its Regional.Economic Commissions, the UHDP,

and the Centre for Housing, Building, and Planning provide sub

stantive support for these programmes and, in addition, is continuously

examining new jossibilities for both international and domestic

action. Technical assistance has been provided on nearly every aspect

of housing, finance^ including such subjects as:

1) Determining institutional requirements

2) Managing savings and credit programmes
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3) Co-operative housing societies, savings and financing

4) Housing market analysis

5) Legal and legislative aspects of home financing

6) Savings programmes for low income families

7) Public financing in urban development

8) International funds and home financing

9) Financing self-help housing schemes

Further information on United Nations programmes in this area" can be

obtained from the Director, Industry and Housing Division of the

Economic Commission for Africa,, the Resident Representatives of the

United Nations Development Programme, and the Director, Centre for■

Housing, Building and Planning, United Nations Headquarters, New York*




